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Rotraut De Clerck, Frankfurt/Main

Illness and Creativity

Virginia Woolf’s Views on Psychoanalysis

I.

Over a period of thirty years Virginia Woolf suffered repeated psychic breakdowns. In

1941, a the age of 59, her life ended, tragically, in a suicide. Why, then, did she not turn to

psychoanalysis to find relief from her suffering? If we believe her own words,

psychoanalysis was  alien to her. This is contradictory to the fact that Woolf's development

and growth as a writer ran parallel to the dissemination of Sigmund Freud’s ideas in

Britain. There were links, even overlaps between Woolf’s writing and Freud’s work. For

instance,beginning in 1924, The Hogarth Press, the publishing house Woolf and her

husband Leonard had founded to print their own work, published the English translation of

Freud’s works: The five volumes that comprised “The Collected Papers”1 were

instrumental in circulating Freud’s theories in Britain. Close friends and members of the

Bloomsbury Group left England for the Continent to begin their own psychoanalysis, some

with Freud in Vienna, others with Abraham in Berlin. Some, such as James and Alix

Strachey, even became psychoanalysts themselves and Virginia’s “little” brother Adrian

Stephen switched from philosophy to medical school to be able to train as a psychoanalyst.

What then kept Virginia Woolf from using the curative possibilities psychoanalysis had to

offer? 

1  Freud, Sigmund (1925), Collected Papers, 5 vols., London: The Hogarth Press; vol. III: Case

Histories, authorised transl. James and Alix Strachey.
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Both background and diagnosis of Woolf’s illness remain unclear. Her mother’s early

death (1895), which coincided with Virginia’s first breakdown, might have been a cause,

as well as the death of her beloved half-sister and mother substitute, Stella, only two years

later. Or was it the sexual transgressions by her half-brothers George and Gerald

Duckworth? Probably all of the above. Her nephew and biographer Quentin Bell describes

Virginia’s situation in empathic terms without being intrusive or revealing too much:

“Naturally shy in sexual matters, she was from this time terrified back into a posture of frozen and

defensive panic.”2

Bell dates the sexual advances — at least George’s — to a later time in Virginia’s life

whereas Leonard Woolf speaks of George directing his “special attention” from Vanessa,

the older sister, to Virginia, the young one, shortly after their mother dies. In any event, I

think we can safely assume that their mother’s death left all the children confused and

unstable. This is how Bell describes Virginia’s condition:

“And here we come to a great interval of nothingness, a kind of positive death which

cannot be described and of which Virginia herself probably knew little — that is to say

could recall little — and yet which is vitally important to her story. From now on she knew

that she had been mad and might be mad again.”3

This experience at the tender age of thirteen kept hanging over her life like a sword of

Damocles. When nine years later, in 1904, her father Leslie Stephen dies of cancer,

Virginia suffers her second breakdown; she is twenty-two. Virginia and her older sister

Vanessa leave the bleak, death ridden Kensington residence at 22 Hyde Park Gate and

2 Quentin Bell (1990), Virginia Woolf: a biography, Hogarth: London, vol. I, p. 44.
3 Ibid.
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move to the less elegant but more lively home at 46 Gordon Square in Bloomsbury. But

the move does not cure Virginia. The following years are characterised by a succession of

illnesses, another breakdown in 1910, and several hospitalisations over the next four years,

till the end of 1914. It is open to speculation whether the marriage to Leonard Woolf in

August 1912 reactivated Virginia’s sexual trauma and worsened her condition: Woolf

introduced his wife to a brain specialist inquiring whether Virginia’s state permitted

motherhood. 

This is also a period of diminished productivity. In March 1913, having sent off the

completed manuscript of “Voyage Out” to her publisher and half-brother Gerald

Duckworth, Virginia stops writing. What follows is a breakdown accompanied by suicidal

intentions. In early 1915 she starts a diary, recapturing some of her aliveness — but

already in March entries begin to run dry, and the diary should not be taken up again until

August 1917. April and May of 1915 are the worst, most violent periods of her illness.

Now she directs her rage towards Leonard who for two whole months does not dare to see

her. All this is happening shortly after the long delayed publication of “ TheVoyage Out”.

In July 1917 Hogarth — Virginia’s and Leonard’s press — publishes “The Mark on the

Wall”; in November of that same year, just a few days after the end of World war I,

Virginia finishes “Night and Day”, and prints “Kew Gardens”. After that begins a period of

heightened productivity, albeit interrupted by episodes of illness ‘announced’ by headaches

and insomnia. Her best novels and essays date from this time. Later Virginia would

describe those episodes, which tended to occur after the completion of a work, as processes

of “weaning”. 

In February 1941 Virginia completes the manuscript for “Between the Acts”. To escape the

Blitz the Woolf’s stay in Monk’s House, their home in Sussex, where Virginia sees Dr.

Octavia Wilberforce from Brighton. On March 28, 1941 Virginia drowns herself in the

river Ouse near her home. These are the first words from her last note to Leonard: 
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“Dearest, I feel certain I am going mad again. I feel we can't go through another of those terrible

times. And I shan't recover this time. I begin to hear voices, and I can't concentrate. So I am doing

what seems the best thing to do. … I don't think two people could have been happier than we have

been.”4

Except for this tragic end Virginia’s bouts of illness lacked the drama of the period

between 1910 and 1915, a period especially significant for Woolf’s views on

psychoanalysis. (I will come back to this.)

Despite differences regarding the diagnosis of Virginia Woolf’s state of mind, there can be

no doubt that she was seriously ill, suffering from manic depression or perhaps

schizophrenia — she heard voices, and was probably haunted by hallucinations. But at

around 1915 her condition would be diagnosed as “neurasthenia”, the then common

diagnostic category for all those unspecified psychic illnesses with symptoms of

exhaustion. Treatment involved the so-called “rest cure”, a misleading term as typically

patients were hospitalised and put on the so-called Weir-Mitchell diet: a nearly constant

(force) feeding of fatty milk based foods believed to calm down excited and exhausted

nerve cells. Virginia suffered immensely from this torture and the social isolation it

involved. Why then did she endure this treatment instead of trying psychoanalysis or

psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy? 

In his biography of Virginia Woolf Quentin Bell doubts that his aunt could have been

analysed or that psychoanalysis would have been the right treatment for her: 

“Analysts are usually reluctant to treat patients who have actually been mad and

Virginia’s breakdown could hardly have been treated even by Freud himself: it was

4 Bell, vol. II p. 226.
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contemporaneous with his Studien Über Hysterie (1895). The Freudian techniques of

analysis would barely have been heard of in this country at the time of her second

breakdown (1904) and even in 1913 cannot have been at all well known.”5

Historically, I think, Bell’s statement does not hold up. Around 1909, the year of the

publication of Freud’s “Studien über Hysterie” in English translation (“Studies on

Hysteria”)6, there was considerable interest in psychoanalysis. In 1913, the year of the

English translation of “Die Traumdeutung” (“The Interpretation of Dreams”)

psychoanalysis even became popular and was also available as a treatment to an increasing

number of patients.

Already in 1912, invited by the Cambridge based “Society for Psychical Research” Freud

himself had written an article on the unconscious, in which he demonstrated the close

connection between body and mind.7 In this paper Freud argued that the vomiting and the

physical symptoms of simulated pregnancies experienced by a female patient were

expressions of her unconscious incestuous phantasies; phantasies that psychoanalytic

techniques could bring to consciousness. We can assume that the members of the

Bloomsbury Group — Virginia’s husband Leonard Woolf as well as the couple’s closest

friends, some of whom, such as James Strachey, were also members of “The Society for

Psychical Research” — knew of or even had read Freud’s paper. 

Moreover in 1913 a number of psychoanalysts were practicing in England. It was the year

in which Ernest Jones founded the London Psycho-Analytical Society, with four

physicians among its founding members. Admittedly a small group but a potent group

nonetheless, and an opportunity to seek help from a psychoanalyst even if there were

5 Bell vol. II, p. 20 footnote.
6 A.A.Brill: “Selected Papers on Hysteria and other Psycho-Neuroses,Nervous and Mental Desease. 
Monograph Series, No4, New York;” Translated by John Rickman in Collected Papers Vol.I, The 
International Psycho-Analytical Libraty, No.7,The Hogarth Press, London
7 “A Note on the Unconscious in Psycho-Analysis." By Prof.Sigm.Freud MD.LL.Vienna, 31Vol.XXVI 1/12 
The Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research.
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reservations against one or the other. Virginia Woolf was part of that social milieu that, via

Cambridge, had become acquainted with psychoanalysis first hand. That she did not take

advantage of this unique possibility, must have had personal reasons. 

 II.  

When the English translation of Freud’s “Psychopathologie des Alltagslebens“

(“Psychopathology of Every Day Life”)8 was published in London in 1914, it caused quite

an uproar.That even the most mundane everyday routine action could be determined by

unconscious motivation meant an affront against the deeply ingrained belief and moral

imperative in England that man was a rational being, guided by reason and logic — even

though the outbreak ofWorld War I made those notions crumble. In an ironical sketch

entitled “According to Freud” Lytton Strachey (James’s older brother, writer, and

important member of the Bloomsbury group and Cambridge Apostle) discusses the

mortifications that Freud’s text presented to a rather self-righteous British upper middle

class. Strachey’s sketch was buried in a pile of unpublished papers and only appeared in

print as late as 1972 upon the initiative of Alix Strachey. Using a pseudonym Leonard

Woolf wrote a review of the “Psychopathology of Everyday Life” for a rather obscure

journal — “The New Weekly —for which he also read “The Interpretation of Dreams”. It

took until the 1960s before Leonard Woolf in his autobiography revealed himself as the

author, adding that it was already then that he recognised Freud’s genius.9 Around that

time, on a train to London, Woolf found himself engaged in an interesting conversation

about madness with the American journalist and advocate for psychoanalysis, Walter

Lippmann. Woolf was moved by this conversation that “went deeper than was usual.”

8First. edition “ Psychopathology of Every Day Life” translated by A. A. Brill,  T. Fisher Unwin, London.
9 Woolf, Leonard (1969) An Autobiography 2: 1911-1969, p.120
“Whether one believes in his theories or not one is forced to admit that he writes with great subtlety of mind, 
a broader and sweeping imagination more characteristic of a poet than the scientist or medical 
practitioner...Often a series of brilliant and suggestive hints… there can be no doubt that there is a substantial
amount of truth in the main thesis of Freud’s book, and that truth is of great value.” LW Autobiography 2, 
p.120n
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Does that mean that they also touched upon the madness of his wife? After all Virginia had

just suffered her most severe breakdown with delusions, refusal of food, and an attempt at

suicide with an overdose of sleeping pills right after the couple had visited one of the most

famous neurologists of the times: Henry Head, author of “Brain”. In his biography Leonard

lists the names of every single doctor he consulted regarding Virginia’s illness — not one

psychoanalysts among them, even though it had become quite obvious that those Harley

Street physicians were unable to help. When it came to diagnosing and treating his wife’s

illness, Leonard clung to traditional notions, even if they ran against his intellectual

convictions and his interests regarding psychoanalysis. Before her encounter with Freud in

1939, Virginia herself remained unconvinced of the proposed connection between bodily

symptoms and psychic origins. Husband and wife were in good company — the majority

of scholars at the time, at least until the beginning of World War I, regarded

psychoanalysis as a reductive attack on rational thinking and conscious volition. It remains

unclear however to what extent the scholarly resistance against Freud’s theory of the

impact of unconscious processes in every day life was not, in reality, a defence against the

sexual content. 

We may speculate as to why Leonard Woolf chose to use a pseudonym for his 1914 review

of Freud’s “Psychopathology”. One explanation could be that Woolf, Jewish himself, was

not quite sure what to make of this unknown Jewish doctor from Vienna. Anti-semitism

was deeply rooted in the English upper middle class, and even his wife Virginia and his

friends were not free from anti-semitic prejudices,10 traces of which can be found in the

letters the Stracheys exchanged between London and Berlin in 1924/24, many years after

they had been in analysis with Freud.11 As “penny-less Jew” Leonard Woolf was, if not an

10  Eric Hobsbawn describes the “matter-of-course anti-semitism of Edwardian British intellectuals, 
such as the Bloomsbury Group”. Hobsbawn E. (1995), Age of Extremes: the short twentieth century, 
1914 - 1991, Vintage, p. 120.

11 P. Meisel/W. Kendrick (1985),Bloomsbury-Freud. The letters of James and Alix Strachey 1924-25. 
German: Kultur und Psychoanalyse in Bloomsbury und Berlin. (1995) translated and with an introduction by 
Rotraut De Clerck, Stuttgart, Klett-Cotta. 
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extreme exception, a peculiarity for sure in this illustrious circle of Cambridge Apostles

whose members belonged to the best families of British society. Only much later, almost

half a decade after Freud’s fame had spread all over the world, Woolf felt safe to pride

himself on his wise foresight regarding Freud’s genius.12 Another explanation could be that

during those first years of the war Woolf did not want to be perceived as “pro German”

and anti-patriotic. After all Freud was regarded as a German scholar, simply because he

wrote in German, and because all things sexual were attributed to the Continent. Freud

represented the equation of psychoanalysis with sexuality — something true patriots and

the Anglican church were determined to fight. What seems most likely, though

paradoxical, is that neither Leonard nor Virginia were willing to make a connection

between Virginia’s illness and their intellectual engagement with Freud’s work, both his

theories of the unconscious and psychoanalysis as a cure for mental illness. This implies an

extraordinary capacity for splitting that requires a strong motivation. To view Virginia’s

illness as “neurasthenia”, a disease of the nerves, fit the idiosyncrasies of the upper class, a

deeply rooted identity Virginia was not quite able to shake, despite her rebellious way of

living. A visit to the family physician, even a consultation with a brain specialist, was seen

as more respectable than a session with a dubious psychoanalyst, and part of these 

idiosyncrasies was the conviction that genius and madness were siblings. Even a

psychoanalytically enlightened person such as Alix Strachey — who had undergone at

least three analyses (with Freud, Abraham and Payne) — shared those convictions until

shortly before her death in 1962:

“Virginia’s imagination … was so interwoven with her fantasies — and indeed with

her madness — that if you stopped the madness you might have stopped the

creativeness too. … It may be preferable to be mad and be creative than to be treated

by psychoanalysis and become ordinary.”13

12

13
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It therefore comes as a surprise that in 1924 the Woolfs’ very own Hogarth Press published

the first English translation of Freud’s “Collected Papers”. Subsequently The Hogarth

Press was to become the official publisher of psychoanalytic literature in Britain. James

Strachey initiated the contact with the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, and James Glover, then

president of the British Psycho-Analytical Society led the negotiations. He visited the

Woolfs at their home, but Virginia seems only to have cared about what to wear for the

occasion: “my new red dress?”, she notes in her diary.14 

Her close friends James and Alix Strachey translated Vol. III: the case histories. They had

started the translation in Vienna while in analysis with Freud and finished it in 1924 when

Alix was in analysis with Karl Abraham in Berlin, apparently to complete what had

remained unresolved during her brief treatment with Freud. Virginia knew that the

Stracheys had stayed with Freud in Vienna and she made the rather ironic remark that

“Freud has certainly brought out the lines in Alix. Even physically, her bones are

prominent.”15

Karl Abraham had made a name for himself with the treatment of melancholia. Beginning

in 1920 his papers regularly appeared in the International Journal, and were thus available

in English.16 It would have been easy for Virginia to tap into the vibrant psychoanalytic

culture of her immediate environment and to find a suitable, analyst, if not in England, then

on the Continent. Language could not have been an obstacle: many analysts were fluent in

two or three languages. Furthermore there were by now very capable British analysts who

had been trained in Berlin, for example the brothers Edward and James Glover, and

women, such as Barbara Low, Ella Sharpe, and Sylvia Payne, who had been analysed by

� Meisel/Kendrick, p. 309.
14 The Diary of Virginia Woolf (1978), vol. II: 1920 - 1924, ed. Anne Oliver Bell, Hogarth, London, entry 
from 5 May 1924 p.302.
15 The Diary of Virginia Woolf (1982), vol. IV: 1931 - 1935, ed. Anne Oliver Bell, Hogarth, London, entry 
from12 Sept.1921, p. 135.
16  Important for our concerns is a review of his writings from 1912: „Ansätze zur psychoanalytischen 

Erforschung und Behandlung des manisch-depressiven Irreseins und verwandter Zustände“, Int. Journ. 
1920, p. 280.
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Abraham or Sachs. Melanie Klein started practicing in London in 1926. Alix, who knew

her well from Berlin, could have put Virginia in touch with her. 

But regarding her illness the 1920s were a relatively stable period for Virginia. And while

this might have been a good reason to begin treatment, she drowned herself in work, and

took good care “to never not write.”17 She notes in her diary,

“I thought, driving through Richmond last night, something very profound about

the synthesis of my being: how only writing composes it: how nothing makes a

whole unless I am writing; now I have forgotten what seemed so profound.”18

This important insight into the link between her fragile identity and her literary

productivity is undermined by her ironic distancing (i.e. I have forgotten what seemed so

profound). Instead of pursuing her thoughts in more depth, Virginia devotes her time to

organising a wealth of political and social events and begins a homoerotic relationship with

Vita Sackville West. Soon she gets tired of Richmond, the seat of The Hogarth Press, and

insist on moving back to London, ignoring Leonard’s concerns. 

In March 1924 The Hogarth Press moves to its new home at 52 Tavistock Square where it

soon develops into a successful business. Then, on May 14, 1925 both “Mrs Dalloway”,

Virginia Woolf’s “new novel,” and the “Case Histories” — volume III of Freud’s

“Collected Papers” — appear on the very same day — what an incredible coincidence. 

Given Virginia Woolf’s reservations about psychoanalysis, her “new novel” Mrs

Dalloway” is remarkable. It 

17 Private communication with Klaus Reichert, editor of Virginia Woolf’s collected works in German 
translation,  Frankfurt, Fischer Verlag.
18  Diary IV, 31 May 1933, p. 161.
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1. is a subtle psychological study of a middle-aged woman — Clarissa Dalloway — who

explores her sexuality, past and present, and reflects on homosexual love;

2. is also a study on madness in the guise of Clarissa’s adversary (or alter ego) Septimus

Warren Smith who commits suicide after the “Harley Street doctors” fail to offer help

that does not involve institutionalisation in a psychiatric hospital;

3. employs a new narrative technique — stream of consciousness — on which its fame as

a modern novel would come to rest. 

This new narrative technique uses stylistic elements that closely resemble those of the

“talking cure”: 

– The stream of thoughts which does not differentiate between important vs. unimportant,

significant vs. insignificant, rational as superior vs. irrational as inferior comes very

close to the free association and evenly suspended attention used in psychoanalytic

treatment;

– memory as crucial element of representation shatters the illusion of a linear, continuous

time-space: there is no longer such a thing as ‘a now’ separate from ‘the past’, all there

is are fluid transitions;

– syntax comes loose, leaving space for insertions, leaps of thoughts, the presence of two

ideas a the same time;

– “cinemaric elements” such as editing, close-up, flashbacks, slow motion, rapid fire

create a feeling of three dimensionality that resembles a dream: 

"The structure of Virginia Woolf’s language has no master; does not claim ownership of reality; a

writing of history that is without depth, without pathos, without idols put on pedestals.“19

19  Giesela v. Wysocki (1982), Introduction to: Weiblichkeit und Modernität. Über Virginia Woolf; 
Frankfurt Fischer TB.
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It is not difficult to see that these stylistic elements compare to primary process

functioning: deferral of rational thinking, loosening of syntax, suspension of the time-space

continuum, possible coexistence of oppositions and contradictions, as well as

condensation, displacement, pars pro toto. 

In both form and content “Mrs. Dalloway” suggests that, even before 1925, Virginia Woolf

must have been acquainted with Freud’s ideas despite her protestation to the contrary.20.

Asked about her knowledge of Freud’s work, she let it be known that “only in the ordinary

way of conversation” was she familiar with psychoanalysis. 

III.

 If we consider Virginia Woolf’s engagement with psychoanalysis once more from the

point of view of unconscious slippages — in other words, from the perspective of Freud’s

“Psychopathology of Every Day Life” — a book that along with “The Interpretation of

Dreams” (“Die Traumdeutung”) shaped the reception of psychoanalysis in Britain before

and after World War I, we find a chain of slips and symptomatic actions that take the form

of telling contaminations and distortions:

- The chain begins with Leonard´s writing a review on Freud`s “Psychopathology” but

using a pseudonym at a time when he is introducing Virginia to a renowned brain specialist

to inquire if pregnancy and motherhood would be advisable in Virginias state of health —

thus engaging with psychoanalysis while publicly disassociating from it. This is a period

when Virginia is most ill. 

- The chain continues with Virginia’s ironic comment about Alix’s analysis with Freud; a

comment which shows both her admiration for Freud’s therapeutic achievements and her

attempts to distance herself from it at the same time.

20 Reinald Hoops (1934), “Der Einfluß der Psychoanalyse auf die englische Literatur“, C. Winter: 
Heidelberg, p. 146.
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- And most importantly, in her diary Virginia does not mention the publication of Freud’s “Case Histories” 

— translated by her friends, published by Hogarth, her very own press. A telling omission by a diarist who 

tends to take note of everything, from the most trivial to the most important. If it wasn't for a letter from 

James to Alix, who was in Berlin, we would not know that he had been at a dinner at the Woolfs’ house the 

previous evening.  

„Last night I had supper at the Woolfs’. Virginia made a more than usually ferocious onslaught 

upon psychoanalysis and psychoanalysts, more particularly the latter.“21 

On the one hand Virginia shunns psychoanalysis; on the other she includes “a symptomatic

action in every day life” in her novel “Mrs Dalloway”: Peter Walsh, a rather unsuccessful

journalist and Clarissa’s childhood sweetheart whose marriage proposal she refused — an

incident Clarissa remembers in a flashback — pays a visit to her London residence. During

their timid and melancholic reminiscing Peter keeps opening and shutting the blade of his

pocket knife. Intuitively Clarissa understands this gesture of inhibited potency, no words

necessary. So how can Virginia Woolf, the author of the novel, not know? After all she

invented this scene, shaped it, placed it in her novel, used it to capture an important

element of the impossible relationship between Clarissa and Peter Walsh. Just as Freud did

with the description of a similar compulsive action in his case vignette. How could

Virginia not have been aware of the symbolic representation of ejaculatio praecox in every

day life? It doesn’t make sense, unless Virginia “adopted” this symbolism after having read

Freud’s “Case Histories”. I don’t think we need to go as far as assuming that Virginia

literally copied Freud’s material. Rather, what the pocket-knife scene in “Mrs Dalloway”

seems to suggest is that we cannot fully trust Virginia’s remark when she declares that she

wasn’t convinced of the revealing implications of the slips described and analysed by

Freud. Envisaged this way, Virginia’s rejection unwittingly supports Freud’s theory of the

manifestation of unconscious conflict in slips and pathological symptoms. 

21  Letter from May 14, 1925; in: Meisel/Kendrick, p.264.
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IV.

Let me come back to my initial question: was psychoanalysis indeed “too alien” to

Virginia? Or is the opposite true, did psychoanalysis perhaps feel “too close”? I have tried

to show that Virginia was both drawn to and threatened by psychoanalysis. Her comments

as well as her avoidances and denials reveal a deep ambivalence towards psychoanalysis. 

In what ways might psychoanalysis have felt threatening?

Personally Virginia feared a treatment dedicated to the uncovering of inner life; a

treatment that would inevitably have stirred up her early  losses and sexual trauma.

Irony and ridicule were her ‘weapons’ to defend against the notion that psychic illness

may have sexual origins manifested in symptomatic actions. which come out in

symptomatic actions Her Victorian upbringing contributed to this attitude: Virginia

simply could not imagine to talk to someone about what had happened in the nursery,

not even to a doctor. Her preferred way of coping was to avoid all sexual — at least all

heterosexual — activity. This may explain why she was ready to accept the marriage

proposal from the homosexual Lytton Strachey —it was Strachey who eventually

withdrew the offer. In later years Virginia had found a way to make sense of her

breakdowns. 22  She settled into the idea that those periods, in which she couldn't get

out of bed, that   those dark depressive episodes were a necessary part of her process as

a writer, a kind of "weaning" from a completed book, a creative "period of incubation"

before a new book could be begun. As she notes in her diary on 16 September 1929: 

22 In relation to her work on the “Waves” Bell writes Virginia “could profit by her illnesses. She

needed to “float with the sticks on the stream; helter-skelter with the dead leaves on the lawn,

irresponsible and disinterested and able, perhaps for the first time for years, to look around, to look

up – to look, for example, at the sky…”� 
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“These curious intervals in life — I've had many — are the most fruitful artistically — one

becomes fertilised — think of my madness at Hogarth & all the little illnesses — that

before I wrote To The Lighthouse for instance. Six weeks in bed now would make a

masterpiece of Moths [The Waves].”23 

Envisaged in this way, psychoanalysis seems to have become more threatening to Virginia

than her illnesses.

2. The second aspect concerns Virginia’s capability as a writer: Freud's narrative technique

as presented in the “Case Studies” posed a threat to Virginia's own invention of a "new

subjectivity" for her characters; characters that were no longer morally consistent, heroic or

colossal, no longer shaped by Victorian values of sexual restraint and a strict social code,

as the products of her father's moral universe — Leslie Stephen was the editor of the

"Dictionary of National Biography". Virginia's characters are fluid, morally broken,

multifaceted, fickle, even in their gender identity, as in her novel "Orlando"24, This was the

daughter's answer to the father's power of naming and defining. She did not want to have to

owe this newfound style of writing to anyone, especially not to "a new father figure" like

Sigmund Freud. 

However, there can be little doubt that the "Case Histories" would have informed

Virginia's own writing. In their rich plasticity Freud's "Case Histories" read like novels. In

a letter to a friend Virginia concedes that she indeed did look at the galleys of the

“Collected Papers," and expresses how disgusted she was at the link Freud makes between

sexuality and symptomatic acts. “ … the Germans believe it proves something”, she

23Quoted in Jan Ellen Goldstein (1974), “The Woolfs’ response to Freud,” Psychoanalytic Quarterly (43), p. 
451. 
24 Orlando(1928),dediated to Vita Sackville-West.
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writes.25 Freud's clinical writings were superior to that of his epigones. And it seems to me

that Virginia was both aware and afraid of Freud's literary talent. 

As a writer Freud had come too close, had become a competitor. Just like Virginia in "Mrs

Dalloway," Freud was dealing with sexuality, madness, memory and the link between them

He too had invented a way of describing and representing a "new subjectivity" that

included the unconscious, a new narrative strategy freed from the defining power of

psychiatric classifications, making space for fluid transitions between rational and

irrational, health and illness. It is this closeness , I believe, motivated Virginia’s negations

and denials.

V.

But there is yet another aspect: Reading Freud`s case histories one could come to the

conclusion that in the act of interpretation psychoanalysis reveals its paternalistic principle

I think Virginia Woolf may have experienced it that way (i.e “the Germans think it proves

anything).  She may have put psychoanalysis in line with her father’s authoritarian power

to define and name. The “Case Histories” — at the very least Freud’s interpretations in the

Dora case — suggest an authoritarian-hierarchical approach to interpreting the

unconscious. Virginia was probably fascinated by the narrative fluidity of the case

histories, the multifaceted description of “the process” whereas the act of interpreting with

its intrusive and investigative emphasis on motives, causes, and origins, may have seemed

to her like imprisonment. If the ruling paternalistic principle of interpretation was not be

permitted into Virginia’s world, neither was “containment”, to use Kleinian language

which would be associated with a motherly function that protects against fragmentation.

Despite her genius, Virginia’s internal world is also the world of a deeply traumatised

psyche with a labile identity always in fear of losing its Ego-boundaries, plagued by a

25 cited after Orr, D.W. (1989), p.157. The comment  probably refers to a case in Vol. II of the Collected 
Papers, not Vol. III. I thank Ilse Grubrich-Simitis for her helpful research on this.
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latent panic of once again falling into madness. This being “frozen into a pillar of salt,” as

Quentin Bell describes Virginia’s condition, makes itself felt in a certain bloodless quality

of her writing. As Virginia  herself writes in a letter to her cousin, referring to her novel

„Night and Day“ from 1919: 

“I write of things as I see them, and I am quite conscious all the time that it is a very

narrow, and rather bloodless point of view“, but “this vague and dream like world, without

love, or heart, or passion, or sex, is the world I really care about, and find interesting.” 

Virginia transformed her fears into a stylistic literary device designed to ensure her psychic

survival: denial, the elaborate exploration of the continuous permutations of “how it

happens” allow her to avoid the dangerous search for “why it happened”. Unlike Freud’s

patients, Virginia could not afford “to know”. In her 1926 essay “On Being Ill,” — a

possibly defensive response to her reading of the “Case Histories”, among other things —

she writes, 

“We do not know our own souls, let alone the souls of others. Human beings do not go

hand in hand the whole stretch of the way. There is a virgin forest in each; a snowfield

where even the print of birds’ feet is unknown. Here we go alone, and like it better so.

Always to have sympathy, always to be accompanied, always to be understood would be

intolerable.” 26

With beginning psychoanalytic treatment Virginia Woolf would have pursued the question

“why” and, perhaps, have abandoned the “how”. This must have been her fear. From

today’s perspective this would have meant an immense loss for modern literature because

her literary style rests upon her subtle, poetic, manifacetted descriptions of the “how”  On

the other hand, might not entering analysis have allowed her to go on living? Could the

working-through of her sexual trauma  have melted her “frozenness”, warmed up her

26 Virginia Woolf, (2012), On Being Ill, with an introduction by Hermione Lee, Paris Press: Ashfield, p.11-
12, first published 1926.
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frigidity and allowed for a deeper, wider experience of her femininity and sexuality? Might

her writing not have benefitted from this? 

We cannot know whether treatment would have opened up new possibilities. Even

Leonard Woolf saw no use in asking such questions, given his life with “one of the few

female geniuses of our time.”27

“The Journey, not the Arrival Matters” is the title he chose for the final part of his

autobiography. The German edition translation puts it more succinctly — “My Life with

Virginia”.28 
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